
Laterality index in brain imaging research
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|LI| ≤ 0.2 = Bias ≤
0
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LI affected by: 

1. Measure of activity
A. Extent

B.Magnitude
Stroke

2. Choice of ROI



LI affected by: 

1. Measure of activity
A. Extent

B.Magnitude

2. Choice of ROI
Non-disabled



A. Extent - # voxels

B. Magnitude - % signal changeB. Magnitude - % signal change



A. Extent - # voxels at variable thresholds

B. Magnitude - % signal change of most active voxels



A. LI based on extent of activity:
Wilke, 2006, 2007
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file:///Applications/MATLAB_R2010a/spm8/toolbox/LI/man/index.html



1. Select contrast image
2/16



2. Select threshold method
3/16

LI based on extent = dependent on threshold



2. Select iterative threshold method
4/16



3. Select inclusive mask
5/16

Primary motor cortex
BA 4a + 4p



4. Pre-process masks?
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5. Select exclusive mask
7/16



6. Optional steps
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7. Is the contrast normalized?
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Iterative thresholding output:

- LI report
- LI curves
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LI = [-39 to -.83]

*weighted by voxel value*weighted by voxel value
*you can specify voxel count instead
*overall LI results are similar
*take the mean to report



Iterative thresholding output:

- LI report
- LI curves
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Back to 2. Select bootstrap threshold method:
12/16

Wilke, 2006



Bootstrap output:
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Bootstrap output:
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Bootstrap output:
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• Overall bootstrap mean LI = -.59
- results from all thresholds, along x-axis
- trimmed and weighted

• Weighted mean LI = -.70
- based on results from all thresholds along LI curve x-axis, weighted by threshold

Bootstrap output:
16/16

- based on results from all thresholds along LI curve x-axis, weighted by threshold
- e.g. voxels that survive higher thresholds likely correlate more with task 

• Trimmed mean LI = -.61
- based on the trimmed means at each threshold, punishes outliers

• Which to use depends on your question, region, task, population…..



B. LI based on magnitude:

First, get single subject T-map 
at p<.001 uncorrected

Fernandez, 2001
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LI based on magnitude
2/5

1. Mean maximum T value –= mean of top 5% T values
–



For each individual participant:

1. Mean maximum T value (T) –

T = mean of top 5% T values 8.14 - (8.14 * .05) = 7.73

2.Take half the mean maximum T value (T/2)

LI based on magnitude
3/5

2.Take half the mean maximum T value (T/2)

T/2 = 7.73/2 = 3.87

3. In your ROI, sum T values of voxels above T/2 = (t), and 
calculate LI

LI = (tL –- tR) / (tL –+ tR)
see next slide..

–



4/5
LI based on magnitude

3. Inclusive mask of your ROI
OR small volume correct for your ROI–

Here, again using bilateral M1  



5/5
LI based on magnitude

t = sum of t-values that pass T/2 in each hemispheret = sum of t-values that pass T/2 in each hemisphere

LI = (tL –- tR) / (tL –+ tR)

LI = (3.88 –- 6.37) / (3.88 + 6.37) = -.24

Pretty different from LI calculated based on extent LI = [-39 to -.83]

Last, take mean across participants



A. Extent
- Straightforward
- As reproducible

B. Magnitude
- More robust
- Robustness depends on choice of ROI- Robustness depends on choice of ROI
- Must choose ROI that includes task-related signal, excludes noise (small)
- E.g. may not be as useful in people with structural brain damage

*slightly different meaning, depending on your question, region, task, population
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